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Agenda

Deloitte colleagues globally have reported clients facing similar challenges in their IFRS 17 testing. This training 
shares their experience and helps us to avoid encountering the same pitfalls with current and future clients.

We will cover:

• Importance of a common testing language

• Deep-dive into some of the common challenges, sharing experience and lessons learnt:

 Test Phases

 Data

 Validation Tools

 Working Day Timetable

• Outline the next steps in tackling these challenges internally by establishing a Global Testing Network
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Discussion – Testing Language
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What does Testing mean to you with respect to the following 
topics?

a) What data should be used: Production or Mocked-up Data

b) Who should be conducting the testing: Dedicated Testers or 
Business Owners

c) What volume should be used for testing: Small Sample Size or Full 
Production Volume

d) What time periods should be used for testing: 1m, 3m, 6m, 1y, 2y, 
2y+
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You may have considered points such as:

• What is it testing? 

• Who performs it?

• What testing evidence should we use?

• How do we Validate the tests?

• How do we know when it is complete? 

• Who signs it off?

The textbook IFRS 17 answer is:

“Validate that implementation meets business, accounting and operational outcomes. Additionally, UAT will align to transition 
process/solution adopted”

We have noted a wide variety of interpretations of UAT

• From functional testing of individual components e.g. cashflow models,

• To end-to-end integration testing of the IFRS17 solution from Policy administration source system to final disclosure 
reports. 

UAT is just one example. Not having consistent testing language will ultimately lead to confusion over what 
has/has not been tested, makes upstream/downstream communication difficult and will present difficulties to 
business owners in signing off results.
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Common Testing Challenges
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Common Testing Challenges

Challenge # 1 : Cross-functional engagement

IFRS17 requires the collaboration of actuaries, accountants, IT and change specialists to transform the financial reporting function.

However, often functions work in silos without a consistent, centralised approach to testing. Many finance professionals do not have experience in 

testing the changes brought about by IFRS17 on such a complex scale. Some examples we see are:

• Definition and use of test cases and use cases to ensure a complete and consistent set of tests and requirements are executed and fulfilled.

• Common use of testing language, where UAT, System Testing and SIT are at times used interchangeably instead of their distinct definitions.

• Common understanding of data, primary keys, reference data and historic data to enable testing. Different professional backgrounds have very 

different understandings of the importance and complexities of data

Challenge #2 : Business Users Have Difficulty in Accepting Results

Due to IFRS 17’s challenging and technical nature, those in the Actuarial and Finance functions who are not close to the project will find it difficult 

to accept that the solution operates as they expected. It is important that a test framework is developed to ensure that both technical 

functionality is thoroughly tested, as well as how the solution will integrate with the client’s reporting function and their working day time.

• Ensure high quality validation tools are used to provide assurance on results, which are scalable for large production volumes

• Ensure the actual business owners are involved in the testing to ensure they have gained confidence in its execution.

• Have clearly defined use cases not only covering functionality but also working day timetable, process and control requirements to protect 

against data loss and exception handling and meet monthly / quarterly / semi-annual and annual reporting timelines.

Deloitte colleagues globally have reported clients facing similar challenges in their IFRS17 testing. We see this as 
an opportunity to strengthen our Global IFRS 17 Deloitte network and help future clients avoid common pitfalls.
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Discussion Questions – Break Out Groups – One Group for Each Topic?

Data

• What data and time period will 
you use for each phase of 
testing?

• Full production data, or select 
policies / transactions?

• Real or fictitious data?

We see the following topics as requiring most attention within the industry.

Have you discussed these with your clients? Do you know if they have considered them?

Test Phases

• What are your different 
phases of testing?

• What are you entry and exit 
criteria for each test phase?

Validation

• How will you validate results?

• What tools will be used for 
validation?

• How do you validate validation 
tools?

Working Day Time Table

• Have your tests shown that 
you will successfully report 
within your working day time 
table?
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Test Phases Test Phases

• What are your different 
phases of testing?

• What are you entry and exit 
criteria for each test phase?

Test Phase Objective Owner (Example)

Infrastructure Assurance Test
Validate that environments have been built and configured according to 
specifications and is fit for purpose. This includes validation of local entity 
or function data loads needed to commence each test stage.

Infrastructure Team

Unit Testing
Validate that each unit or component of a system behaves according to 
specification.

Build Team(s) - developer

System Testing (ST)
System Testing is end to end FUNCTIONAL testing of individual components 
within an individual systems own boundaries. 

Build Team(s) - Should not be done by same 
developers as build

System Integration Test (SIT/E2E)

SIT/E2E verifies the full end-to-end IFRS17 solution supports the business 
processes by testing the assemblages of applications and the interfaces 
between them as well as leveraging real world data to ensure you answer 
the question: “What happens if the data is not as we expected?”

Project Test Team, supported by Build and 
any relevant regional / local SMEs

User Acceptance Test (UAT)

Validate that implementation meets business, accounting and operational 
outcomes. Additionally UAT will align to transition process/solution adopted. 
Real world data should be used here, and the actual business users should 
be the parties that execute the tests to ensure the solution operates as 
they would expect.

Business users supported by Project Test 
Team

Non-Functional Testing (Performance, 
Security, Operational Acceptance 
Testing (OAT))

Validate that Non-Functional Requirements are implemented as per 
specifications.
OAT will assure that the production environment, operations processes and 
operational teams are able to handle the new release in terms of running, 
maintaining and supporting the solution in production.
Additionally, the working day time table must be met within full production 
volume execution.

Respective Testing Team

Transition
Check that the load of data into IFRS 17 models / applications has been 
successful; Load and verification of progressively larger volumes of data 
into models / systems

Transition Workstream
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Test Phases

Waterfall 

Delivery

Transition 

Testing

Agile 

Delivery

Build & Unit Test

Early Integration Test

SIT

System Test

End State 

Testing 

Support 

Services

System Test SIT UAT

Performance Test

Parallel Run
IFRS4 vs IFRS17 Comparatives 

Deploy

Production Support 
Incident Management 
Release Management

Change Control 

20222020-2021

Build & Unit Test

IFRS17 
BS 

HY 22

IFRS17 
BS 

YE 22

Transition may use 
end state and new 
components for OBS

Early integration test prior 
to system test completion

Risk of build phases during SIT 
due to technical changes & CRs

Scope of test coverage across data and 
functionality increased through SIT cycles

Data loading mechanism 
from transition to initialise 
end-state testing 

CutoverChange 
Freeze

Code 
Freeze

Test Tracking and Reporting  -- Defect Management  -- Release Management  -- Change Control   -- Quality Management

UAT

NFT

Dry Run

Fix Support

YE21 OBS Production

Example

An example of how the test phases integrate is provided below:

Test Phases

• What are your different 
phases of testing?

• What are you entry and exit 
criteria for each test phase?
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Test Phases

Challenges & Pitfalls

Test Phases

• What are your different 
phases of testing?

• What are you entry and exit 
criteria for each test phase?

• Thorough system testing is key, if system testing does not catch all functional 
defects, these will be caught in later test phases such as SIT, which will cause 
delays in integration testing, when it is more difficult to resolve

• Use of real production data during testing as early on is key to ensure that 
realistic test scenarios are used. However, all functional requirements should also 
be tested. Therefore during system testing production data may need to be 
massaged.

• Testing across multiple Business Units, can be challenging. Clear, concise and 
frequent communication is key to keep all stakeholders aligned.

• Thorough test planning is key to a successful test phase. Clearly define your 
objectives, required data, roles and responsibilities. Prepare all test cases and 
test scripts, and ensure all parties involved are aware of who will execute what 
when.
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Test Phases

Lessons Learnt

Test Phases

• What are your different 
phases of testing?

• What are you entry and exit 
criteria for each test phase?

• Clearly defined objectives, roles and responsibilities for each test phase is 
important to ensure a consistent message is communicated and understood 
throughout the programme

• The test plan and daily testing activities need to be well communicated and 
documented to avoid slippage during test phases

• Testing process is often not defined upfront. It is key to ensure the relevant 
testers know how to execute each component, as this may only be known by the 
original developer

• Having clearly defined business owners up front is key to successful testing. 
This will ensure that they have an understanding of how the solution is being 
tested, as well as if they agree the different test phases has passed to their 
standards.
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Data

Data Processing & Reconciliation

Challenge:

• Fundamental to successful data processing is source data quality. 

• Poor quality will result in records moving to exception, impacting results with significant effort to remediate source system data.

• ETL complexity leads to risk that data defect leakage will impact the actuarial and accounting calculations.

Recommendation:

• Source data profiling should assess the quality of source system data and undertake proactive remediation actions if required. 

• A dedicated ETL test team should automate testing to enable full volume data to be run through each ETL with data integrity, 

quality, transformations and reconciliations verified. 

Test Data

Challenge:

• Provisioning test data at sufficient volume, date range and quality is critical to the success of testing. 

• Production data may not be available and creating realistic data at sufficient volume can be an effort intensive and complex 

task. 

Recommendation:

• Create a test data strategy during test planning to drive decisions on the data approach for each test phase.

• Ensure a dedicated test data team & appropriate tooling is in place.  

• The implementation of source changes into production is a key test data milestone to support  effective later phase testing.

Data
• What data and time period will 

you use for each phase of 
testing?

• Full production data, or select 
policies / transactions?

• Real or fictitious data?
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Data

Test Phase Data Type

Infrastructure Assurance Test Manufactured Data

Unit Testing Manufactured Data- need to be created by the developer

System Testing (ST)
Synthetic data - Appropriate internal / external interfaces data as needed to meet test 
conditions, preferably some masked production data should also be used.

System Integration Test (SIT/E2E)
Masked Prod data + Agreed Manufactured Data where needed. Sample sets scaling up to full 
production volumes may be used.

User Acceptance Test (UAT)
Masked Prod data + Agreed Manufactured Data where needed. Sample sets scaling up to full 
production volumes may be used.

Non-Functional Testing (Performance, 
Security, Operational Acceptance 
Testing)

Masked Prod data + Agreed Manufactured Data where needed. Full production volume should 
be used.

Transition LBU Prod & Transition Data, increasing to full volumes.

Example

Suggested data type for each test phase from recent client test strategy:

Data
• What data and time period will 

you use for each phase of 
testing?

• Full production data, or select 
policies / transactions?

• Real or fictitious data?
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Data

Challenges & Pitfalls

• Due to the complexity of IFRS 17 data (expected cashflows, actual cashflows, 
master data, ForEx rates, Yield Curves and the requirement of consistent, cross-
solution data, it is key that a consistent set of test data is prepared to enable 
end-to-end testing.

• It is important that any reference data (static data) required by the solution is 
prepared consistently with the selected test data, e.g. product mapping tables, 
are consistent with products selects in scope

• Ensure consistent policies are selected across source systems (policy numbers 
to actual cashflows to expected cashflows), otherwise severe integration issues 
occur when the results need to integrate into the subledger

• Test data preparation does take quite a significant amount of time due to 
cross functional requirements, large volumes of tables and different types of data 
required, and preparing a consistent sample set for complete and thorough 
testing of required functionality.

Data
• What data and time period will 

you use for each phase of 
testing?

• Full production data, or select 
policies / transactions?

• Real or fictitious data?
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Data

Lessons Learned

• Starting early on data preparation is key to ensure all stakeholders are aware of 
the expectations and requirements.

• An inventory list containing all tables required for preparation linked to each 
time period is key to ensure completeness, transparency in preparation progress, 
as well as to facilitate complete review of all data, and resolution of data defects.

• Test Data validation tools are required to check full volumes of data in line 
with required interface formats, data consistency across input tables, data quality 
rules.

• A data preparation guidebook and data quality check list is needed to 
ensure data is prepared in a consistent way across different business units for a 
centralized solution.

Data
• What data and time period will 

you use for each phase of 
testing?

• Full production data, or select 
policies / transactions?

• Real or fictitious data?
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Validation Validation

• How will you validate results?

• What tools will be used for 
validation?

• How do you validate validation 
tools?

Challenges & Pitfalls

Results validation is arguably the most complex area of IFRS17 testing. Not only is there a lack of best practice 
tools, even once the testers have comfort in the results, these need to be justified to the business to accept the 
IFRS17 solution.

While insurers may have testing tools for their BAU actuarial model and accounting system changes, these are 
likely to require significant enhancement to be fit-for-purpose for IFRS17. Technology & IT colleagues can 
provide support and expertise in SIT.

Testing tools can take the following forms, depending on how you target to conduct your validation.

• End-to-end replication models can be used if you would like to replicate the entire end-to-end process. These tools are often not able to handle 
full production volumes and have scalability issues. These are also often generic tools not specific to a client, which may result in significant periods 
of time spent on reconciliation between actual and expected results.

• Single component validation tools can be used to validate individual components, these would replicate the client specific logic for the specific 
component you are seeking to test. The result for an end-to-end testing would be a series of distinct testing tools, which would need to be operated 
separately. These should be scalable and built on infrastructure to handle large volumes of data. However, the question raised is often, how do you 
validate the validation tool?

• Single component reconciliation tool these are used to reconcile from one component to the next to ensure no data loss for testing integration. 
These should be developed on scalable infrastructure targeting the input and output interfaces of each of the components used in the reconciliation. 
This can also be used to validate the effectiveness of controls in place to avoid data loss

• Audit trail validation tool can be used to conduct high-level cross solution validation. This would be used to assess whether the overall solution is 
able to pass materiality assessments in line with internal or external audit. This would not test individual component functionality, but would provide 
a high-level assessment whether the big-picture results are accurate.
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Validation

Common Challenges

Validation

• How will you validate results?

• What tools will be used for 
validation?

• How do you validate validation 
tools?

• Validation tools often do not cater for the client’s specific interpretation or 
their specific design and would require significant development for them to be 
useful in testing.

• Validation tools often have scalability issues if they are not developed on 
scalable infrastructure, e.g. using a test SQL tool instead of Excel’s VBA.

• Validation tools that replicate the solution then need to prove whether the 
validation tool is correct.

• Validation tools may take a long time to developed, so one would need to avoid 
“developing the solution twice” once the actual solution, and a second time 
for the validation tools.

• Validation tools need to be useable and translatable to multiple audiences. 
They are often used to demonstrate that the solution works and demoed 
frequently, therefore they should be highly interactive and usable.
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Working Day Timetable

Challenges & Pitfalls

One of the most important questions that business owners will ask the IFRS17 testing teams is: “can this solution 
meet the working day timetable?”

This is an extremely important test and is often either forgotten or deprioritized in favour of testing those parts 
actuaries and accountants are more comfortable with testing. Actuaries are not as familiar with testing non-
functional requirements, and this is an area in which technology experts can add value.

Working Day Time Table

• Have your tests shown that 
you will successfully report 
within your working day time 
table?

The concern on the working day timetable is client specific and depends on the following factors:

• Frequency of reporting – If the solution is expected to operate on a monthly basis to form part of the client’s monthly close 
process, to close within e.g. T+10, for management reporting, and closing the GL accounts. The testing of the working day time 
table will be key. If quarterly, or semi-annual reporting is only required, with a more relaxed timeline, then it may not hold the same 
level of urgency.

• How many users and touch-points do you expect in the Business As Usual (“BAU”) process. The greater the amount of manual 
steps / intervention and different user interactions, the bigger the risk of working-day timetable. Assessing whether the solution can 
operate within the period of time, vs. whether the people will be able to operate are both considerations that are needed within
Working Day time table assessment.

• Complexity of the BAU process - specifically regarding monthly close process, security, stage gates, reviews of results. The more 
complex the BAU process, and increased number of stage gates in the monthly close process, the more difficult it will be to meet the 
working day timetable. The proposed BAU process should be thoroughly tested to assess whether reporting will occur in time.

• Number of other reporting processes impacted by the new solution developed – If the solution is used not only in IFRS 17 
external reporting, but also for management reporting, IFRS 4 reporting, calculation of EV, or solvency reporting, then the execution 
time of the solution would need to take into account the pressures placed on the systems by other reporting processes as well.
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Working Day Timetable

Lessons Learnt

Working Day Time Table

• Have your tests shown that 
you will successfully report 
within your working day time 
table?

• If the working day timetable is not considered early enough and the processing time 
is too slow, then redesign may be required to move execution times down from 30-
40 hours to 2-3 hours using different coding practices.

• Working day timetable testing is very dependency on infrastructure, therefore it is 
important the correct scale of infrastructure is available during NFT.

• Redesign to cater for WDT issues does take a long time as it often means recoding 
important and complex portions of code. This should be caught early on in the 
process while design and build resources are available.

• Testing WDT may take a significant amount of time to test possible variations in end-
to-end flow.

• Project owners often assume WDT is tested during SIT, 
however the following questions are often not covered in SIT:

• Does the solution execute inline with WDT? – Typically NFT

• Can the users complete reviews within desired time table? – Typically OAT

• Can all controls be executed successfully within WDT – Typically OAT
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Global IFRS17 Testing Working 
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Global IFRS17 Testing Working Group

In light of the challenges we’ve shared here which are experienced by so many Deloitte colleagues, we have started a Global Testing Working 
Group.

Over 30 colleagues across Asia, Europe, Africa and the US will make up the Global Testing Working Group.

The objectives of the group will be:

1. Share challenges, common pitfalls and success stories from client experiences, to help drive our advice on best practice

2. Champion the Global Deloitte testing approach in local markets

3. Review and inform a common testing language and testing framework

4. Maintain a shared location for testing guidance, including language, tools, accelerators
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Q&A
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